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Modeling of radial well lateral screens using 1D ﬁnite
elements
M. Dimkic, V. Rankovic, N. Filipovic, B. Stojanovic, V. Isailovic, M. Pusic
and M. Kojic

ABSTRACT
A water supply system including radial wells (RWs) is usually large, extending several tens of
kilometers horizontally and is dozens of meters deep. An RW is a vertical shaft with lateral screens,
which radially penetrate the soil. A large and complex 3D ﬁnite element (FE) mesh also needs to
include laterals with cross-sectional dimensions measured in centimeters. An adequate
representation of lateral screens by line elements, with nodes coinciding with the 3D FE mesh nodes,
is desirable in order to simplify modeling, render the computation efﬁcient, and present the results in
an easily readable form. Line elements are introduced for the lateral screens and accuracy of the
results is analyzed. It was found that the domain size of an RW (or laterals) has a more pronounced
effect on accuracy than mesh density. The authors’ conclusion is that the concept of 1D RW lateral
screens representation is adequate for practical purposes.
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INTRODUCTION
Radial wells (RWs) installed by directional drilling can

A groundwater ﬂow analysis provides the spatial ﬁelds

improve the characteristics of a water supply to treatment

of ﬂow potential (pressure) and ﬂuid velocity for a given

plants. They are usually placed in high-conductivity sand

set of boundary conditions. In general, these physical

and gravel sediments beneath rivers. Water then ﬂows

ﬁelds are functions of time. For ﬂuid ﬂow through a

from the river to the RW through the sand and gravel in

porous medium at low velocities, Darcy’s law is considered

the riverbed, where the concentration of suspended solids

fundamental. Based on this law and the continuity equation

and dissolved micropollutants is reduced by ﬁltration and

for ﬂuids, the basic differential equation for steady-state and

dilution with groundwater (Ray et al. ). This decreases

non-steady-state problems can be derived.

the cost of ﬁnal treatment and/or improves the ultimate

The ﬂow regions of a real water supply system based on

water quality. An important step in evaluating the appli-

RWs are large (kilometers wide and dozens of meters deep).

cation of this technology is to predict the ﬂow rates

The ﬂow is truly 3D, with complex boundary conditions,

available from the RWs.

such as a water table or river, which are variable over
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time. Complexity is signiﬁcantly increased by the non-hom-

One of the ﬁrst numerical models of a collector well was

ogeneity of the porous soil, with layers whose conductivities

introduced by Ophori & Farvolden (). They initially used

can differ by several orders of magnitude. The layers can be

a one-layer ﬁnite element (FE) model and later replaced the

geometrically irregular and have different thickness. In

collector well by three point sinks. Eberts & Bair () mod-

addition to these complexities, the RWs themselves rep-

eled regional ﬂow to four collector wells in Columbus, Ohio.

resent singularity-type concentrated domains with high

They used a two-aquifer MODFLOW model and represented

ﬂow gradients in their vicinity. An RW is a long vertical

each collector by one grid cell of size 1,000 by 1,000 feet

shaft which has several (usually eight) lateral screens, or

(304.8 by 304.8 meters). Chen et al. () developed a poly-

drains at the bottom, penetrating the soil in radial directions.

gon ﬁnite-difference model of a horizontal well. The ﬂow

RW lateral screens represent a set of pipes with slots distrib-

inside the screen was approximated by a ﬂow through an

uted along the screen circumference (perforated pipe).

equivalent porous medium. The hydraulic conductivity of

Water ﬂows into the lateral screen from the surrounding

the porous medium was deﬁned as a function of the ﬂow

soil through the slots and into the bottom of the RW.

rate in the screen. More recently, Chen & Zhang () pre-

During the exploitation period the rate of ground water

sented well models for 2D ﬂow using different numerical

inﬂow decreases. This is because a layer of low-conductivity

methods such as a standard FE method, control volume FE,

soil usually develops around the screens. Very often this

and mixed FE methods.

phenomenon is called well ageing. Well ageing causes yield

Considering FE modeling of RW lateral screens, it is poss-

decrease of the whole groundwater source and therefore

ible to generate a very ﬁne mesh of 3D FEs with a boundary at

water supply, so that after some period of exploitation ground-

the lateral screen’s surface. This very ﬁne mesh must be com-

water source must be renewed. Renewal process can be

patible with the course mesh of the ﬂow domain. Because of

realized by cleaning the existing screens, by closing the exist-

very complex geometry of soil layers and irregular spreading

ing and injecting of new ones, or by generation of new RWs.

of screens through the porous soil, generation of a full 3D

Computer modeling is very useful in the analysis of the

mesh requires signiﬁcant effort. This implies that the engin-

existing water source, in predicting its performance and in

eer has to model each screen manually spending many

planning its renewal. Using numerical analysis of the

engineer-hours for every computer model. Also, very ﬁne

ground water ﬂow in the screen’s vicinity, the hydrology

mesh is necessary in the vicinity of each well screen so that

engineer can decide what type of renewal is the most efﬁ-

the number of FEs and computational time are drastically

cient. Also, in the case that the best solution is injection of

increased with the number of screens.

new screens, numerical simulations can provide optimal solution for each screen implementation.

In order to overcome the problem of RW lateral screens
inclusion in a numerical 3D ﬂow model, Luther & Haitjema

A number of authors have developed numerical or

() developed a solution based on single layer Dupuit-For-

analytical models of groundwater ﬂow into a horizontal

chheimer (2D) analytic element model. Analytic element

well. Huisman () and Strack () developed analytic

models are used to enforce boundary conditions on the phrea-

solutions for 2D ﬂow to radial collector wells. Using the

tic surface and seepage faces at vertical wells, and to maintain

boundary integral equation method, Bischoff () devel-

ﬁxed-head boundary conditions. These analytic models do

oped a model of 3D ﬂow to a collector well with three

not employ a computational grid, but directly represent the

lateral arms in a conﬁned aquifer subjected to uniform

laterals using line-sinks. Bakker et al. () introduced a

ﬂow. A 3D analytical solution for a horizontal well (in

multi-layer analytic element model in order to simulate 3D

essence one arm of a collector well) in a conﬁned aquifer

ﬂow near radial collector wells. They modeled the aquifer

was formulated by Steward & Jin (). Semi-analytic sol-

as a set of horizontal layers. Resistance to vertical ﬂow in

utions based on Laplace transforms for 3D ﬂow to

the aquifer is modeled as the resistance between horizontal

horizontal wells in unconﬁned and leaky aquifers were

layers. More recently, Haitjema et al. () developed a

introduced by Zhan & Zlotnik () and Zhan & Park

Cauchy boundary condition along a horizontal well in a

().

Dupuit-Forchheimer model. They presented a solution
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which includes lateral screens in a regional Dupuit-Forchheimer model by applying the Cauchy boundary condition on an
arrangement of equivalent ﬁctitious streams.
It would be an important beneﬁt if the lateral screens
could be represented by line FEs with nodes coinciding
with those of the 3D mesh generated for the whole ﬂow
domain. This study offers a 3D–1D FE model, where the
line elements have characteristics which adequately substitute a detailed 3D model of RW lateral screens.

Figure 1

|

Physical model of a radial well. There are two layers of soil (unsaturated –
above the river water level WL, and saturated – below the river water level,
with conductivity K), whose heights are M and H, respectively, so the depth of

The accuracy of the solutions obtained by introducing

the well is approximately M þ K; L is the length of the RW lateral screens and b

1D representation of RW lateral screen was investigated

is the distance of the RW from the river bank.

by comparing the solutions obtained from detailed 3D
models and the 3D–1D models. Two examples which reﬂect
typical cases encountered in engineering practice are used
for accuracy assessment, and one where our 3D–1D model
is implemented to a real water supply system.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section presents the basic relations for the 1D elements which
appropriately substitute a 3D detailed model, followed by

Modeling of ﬂuid ﬂow through a porous medium
The basic parameter in the modeling of ﬂuid ﬂow through a
porous medium is the potential ϕ deﬁned as
ϕ¼

p
þh
γ

(1)

examples for the accuracy assessment of this 1D substitution, and its applicability to real engineering problems.

where p is the ﬂuid pressure, γ is the speciﬁc weight, and h is

Finally, in the concluding remarks the authors emphasize

the height in the vertical direction measured with respect to

that the proposed relatively simple concept is generally

an adopted reference plane. Fluid velocity q, also known as

applicable in this area of engineering.

Darcy’s velocity, represents the ﬂuid volume which passes
over unit time through a unit area of the porous medium.
This velocity is related to the potential as

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, a brief theoretical background for modeling
of ﬂuid ﬂow through porous media is given. Then, a derivation of basic relations of 1D FEs as models of RW
lateral screens with appropriate characteristics is presented.

Description of a radial well
An RW generally comprises of a vertical concrete shaft, with
a depth of several dozen meters and a radius between 4 and
5 m (Figure 1). Holes are drilled into the lower section of the
shaft, usually eight, through which horizontal lateral screens
are inserted into the aquifer. The laterals are perforated
pipes, through which groundwater enters the well. The
length of the lateral screens is usually 40–50 m, and the
radius is 0.1–0.3 m.
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q ¼ K∇ϕ

(2)

where K is the diagonal conductivity matrix. Then, the continuity equation for non-steady-state conditions can be written as
kx

@2ϕ
@2ϕ
@2ϕ
@ϕ
þ ky 2 þ kz 2 þ Q ¼ S
2
@ x
@ y
@ z
@t

(3)

where kx , ky , kz are coefﬁcients of the matrix K, Q is the volumetric ﬂux, and S is the storage.
If there is a water surface, the points at which the condition
ϕh

(4)

is satisﬁed are points on or below the water surface. General
formulation of the conductivity matrix can be written as


0,
φh
K ¼ ð1  αÞK0 , α ¼
0:999 φ < h

(5)
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where the matrix K0 is the matrix for points below the water

length by an order of magnitude. The actual water ﬂow con-

surface.

sists of a radial portion through the slots of the lateral’s wall

The balance equation for a (3D) FE in the case of an

and an axial portion along the lateral. In a representation of

incremental-iterative scheme (for non-steady-state con-

the laterals by 1D FEs, the axial ﬂow can be modeled using

ditions with a water surface, with conductivity coefﬁcients

the conductivity matrix given in Equation (9), with a high

dependent on potential) can be written as (Dimkic et al.

conductivity coefﬁcient kx . The nodes of line FEs are then

a, b; Dimkic & Pusic ; Pusic & Dimkic )

placed to coincide with 3D mesh nodes and the 1D and


tþΔt

Keϕϕ þ

1 tþΔt e
S
Δt

3D elements are coupled with common nodes in a standard

(i1)
Δϕe(i) ¼

tþΔt e(i1)
fϕ

(6)

manner. However, radial ﬂow is rather complex for
modeling because a relatively thin layer of soil, the socalled colmated layer of low conductivity, develops over

where

time. This thin layer is crucial for overall lateral screen

Keϕϕ
#
ð"
@HTϕ @Hϕ tþΔt @HTϕ @Hϕ tþΔt @HTϕ @Hϕ
tþΔt
¼
kx
ky
kz
þ
þ
dV
@x @x
@y @y
@z @z

tþΔt

V

(7)
S ¼

In order to incorporate the conductivity of the colmated
layer into the FE model, radial line elements are introduced
at each FE node of the lateral screen line, with properties
that adequately represent the conductivity characteristics
of the colmated material around the lateral’s wall. The con-

ð
tþΔt e

performance.

tþΔt

SHTϕ Hϕ dV

(8)

A

cept of this lateral screen representation is shown in
Figure 2. It is ﬁrst assumed that the lateral screen lies
between the mesh lines for easier presentation of the

Here Hϕ is the interpolation matrix (with dimensions
1 × N, where N is number of element nodes), Δt is the time
step, and Δϕ

e(i)

is the vector of increments of nodal potentþΔt e(i1)
fϕ

concept.
The lateral screen, whose internal diameter is d0 and
which is surrounded by a colmated layer of variable

depends on the solution of the

thickness, lies between the 3D mesh lines and is displaced

previous iteration and on volumetric and surface ﬂuxes.

by the radial elements. The potentials for segments along

The indices t þ Δt and ‘i’ indicate the end of a time step

int
int
the axis of the lateral screen are Φint
1 , Φ2 , . . . ::, ΦN inside

and the iteration counter within the time step, respectively.

the screen, while the corresponding potentials of the

1D FE is introduced for modeling RW lateral screens,

ext
ext
surrounding material are Φext
1 , Φ2 , . . . ::, ΦN . The lengths

tials. The vector

of the line FEs along the lateral screen axis are la1, la2, …,

for which the element matrix is:

laN; and the lengths of the radial line elements are lr1,

ð

tþΔt

Keϕϕ

@HTϕ
¼ tþΔt kx
dL
@x

(9)

L

lr2, …, lrN. The conductivities of the radial elements are k1,
k2, …, kN.
The following assumptions are made (in accordance

where L is the element length. It is assumed that the conduc-

with Figure 2):

tivities depend on the potential (as in Equation (5)), hence
the left upper index t þ Δt of the conductivity coefﬁcients
refers to their values for the potential

tþΔt

ϕ.

1. the conductivity and the thickness of the colmated layer
along a lateral screen segment (screen FE) are constant;
2. the potential gradient (in radial direction of the segment)

Equivalent-line ﬁnite element for radial well lateral
screen

in the colmated layer along the lateral screen segment is
constant; and
3. for given potentials Φext
and Φint
at a segment ‘i’ , the
i
i

As stated in the above description of RW lateral screens, the

radial ﬂow rate through the screen surface is equal to

screen cross-sectional dimensions are smaller than their

the ﬂow rate through the equivalent radial line element.
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Lateral screen modeling concept, using line elements: (a) Geometry of the RW lateral screen, with the screen displaced by radial element lengths lri; (b) 1D representation of the
lateral screen (line elements coincide with the 3D mesh, external nodes have potential of the surrounding soil, while the internal nodes have potential of the screen interior).

In order to derive the equivalent conductivity for a radial
element, Darcy’s equation in the radial direction is used:

is the length, and Ki is the equivalent conductivity of the
radial 1D element. By equating the ﬂow rate from the last
two equations, the equivalent conductivity of the 1D

vr ¼ kkol

dΦ
dr

(10)

element is obtained for the segment (line FE) of the lateral:
Ki ¼ kkol(i)

where kkol is conductivity of the colmated layer and vr is the velocity in the radial direction. The radial ﬂow rate (mass ﬂux) for
the lateral screen segment, with length lai and thickness δ i , is:


Qi ¼ k

kol(i)

ext
dΦ
lai ðd0 þδ i Þπ
dr i

(11)

lai
ðd0 þ δ i Þπ
δi

(14)

Now, we can write the balance equation for radial line
element i (according to Equation (6)) as:

K
i



1
1

1
1

"

ΔΦext
i
ΔΦint
i

#

"
¼

Qext
i
Qint
i

#
(15)

where ðdΦ=dr Þext corresponds to the external lateral screen sur-

for any equilibrium iteration. It is important that the conduc-

face. The radial gradient of the potential can be expressed as

tivity of the radial element does not depend on the length of

ðdΦ=dr Þext
i ¼

the element, so that it can be a zero-length element. There-

ΔΦi =δ i , so that the above expression transforms

fore, for each screen segment there is an element with two

into:

nodes on the segment, one having the potential at the lateral
Qi ¼ kkol(i)

ΔΦi
lai ðd0 þ δ i Þπ
δi

(12)

screen surface, and the other with the potential at the axis of
the screen.
Since the nodes of the FE mesh must be connected, one

The ﬂow rate through the radial line element which has

node along the lateral screen axis. The nodes of the lateral

int
the potential difference ΔΦi (¼ Φext
i  Φi ) is:

Qri ¼ ki

ΔΦ
Ai ¼ Ki ΔΦ
lri

radial element is associated with the zero-length at each
screen are then doubled (see Figure 2(b)), coinciding
spatially, one corresponding to the external surface of the

(13)

screen (and therefore to the surrounding soil), and the
other representing the screen interior. The ﬂow rate associ-

where ki is the conductivity, Ai is the cross-sectional area, lri
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ﬂow rates of the adjacent segments i and (i–1), i.e.
QrJ ¼ 0:5ðQi1 þ Qi Þ

(16)

from which the equivalent conductivity follows:

KJ ¼

kkol(i1) la(i1) ðd0 þ δ i1 Þπ kkol(i) lai ðd0 þ δ i Þπ
þ
2δ i1
2δ i

(17)

VERIFICATION EXAMPLES
Figure 3

|

Cylindrical model.

In this section, two models are used for accuracy assessment
of the proposed 1D representation of RW lateral screens.

accuracy; and (2) longitudinal mesh division effect on accu-

The ﬁrst example is the model of a cylindrical domain,

racy, when potential is constant or changes linearly along

while a square shape (rectangular prism) domain is

the cylinder’s external surface.

addressed in the second example. Accuracy is speciﬁed by
comparing the results obtained from a detailed 3D model

Effect of domain size

(hereafter: 3D model) and implementing line radial
elements (hereafter: 1D model). Finally, a model of a real

The domain size is changed by varying the external radius.

engineering problem is presented to demonstrate applica-

The following radii are used (in m): 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,

bility of our simple and efﬁcient 3D–1D coupling concept.

60, 70, 80, 90 and 100. The boundary conditions are: (1)

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in the
FE software package PAK-P (Kojic et al. ) coded in

potential 100 m at the outer boundary of the cylinder; and
(2) potential 50 m within the inner cylinder.

FORTRAN 90, which has been veriﬁed in numerous appli-

The relative ﬂow rate difference between 1D model and

cations. We used in-house developed graphical pre-and

3D model solutions, in terms of the domain size, is shown in

post-processor Lizza (Dimkic et al. ) coded in C þ þ.

Figure 4.

The calculations were performed on personal computer

It is apparent that the domain size has a signiﬁcant

with Intel CoreTM2 Duo CPU E7300 2.66GHz processor,

effect on solution accuracy. This is expected because the

2GB of RAM and Windows XP OS.

1D model does not take into account the lateral screen
interior as the external space with respect to the soil, and

Cylindrical domain
A cylindrical domain belonging to an RW lateral screen is
used to examine the accuracy of 1D representation of the lateral screen. The hole along the axis of the cylinder with
radius of 0.25 m (Rscreen) represents a screen (Figure 3).
The thickness of the cylinder is 15 m (L). The conductivity
coefﬁcient for the entire cylinder is K ¼ 103 m s1, while
the 0.1 m-thick colmated layer around the lateral screen
wall has the conductivity coefﬁcient of K ¼ 104 m s1.
Steady state conditions are assumed.
The examination of the accuracy includes the following:
(1) inﬂuence of domain size (model radius) on solution
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this difference between the two models is more pronounced
for smaller Rdomain/Rscreen ratios.

Effect of longitudinal mesh division
Here we consider the domain whose external radius is equal
to 50 m, with: (a) a constant potential along the cylinder axis
equal to 100 m, and (b) a constant axial gradient along the
external surface, with potentials 100 and 50 m at the front
and back, respectively. In both cases the potential within
the lateral screen is 50 m.
The relative error for several axial mesh densities (divisions 5, 10, 15 and 20) is shown in Figure 5. As expected

Figure 7

|

Computational time (in s) vs. relative ﬂow rate difference (in %), case with axial
potential gradient; each point corresponds to relative ﬂow rate difference in
Figure 6.

(since the ﬂow does not change along the cylinder axis),
the error does not depend on axial mesh density.

Figure 6. It can be seen that now the error is slightly

In the case of an axial gradient, the relative error of the

larger when the mesh is coarse in the axial direction.

1D model in terms of the axial mesh density is shown in

When the number of elements is increased, the error
approaches the value of approximately 6%.
Computational times are further compared for 3D and
1D models in case of the axial gradient. In Figure 7 a
trade-off is shown between the accuracy and computational
effort for these models. It can be seen that the difference in
computational time is increased with the decrease of relative
ﬂow difference (i.e. increase of longitudinal mesh division)
between the models.

Square-shaped (rectangular prism) domain
Figure 5

|

Relative ﬂow rate difference (in %) vs. longitudinal mesh division, constant
potential along the cylinder.

A prism-shaped ﬂow domain of the lateral screen, with a
20 × 20 m square base (Figure 8) is now considered. It is
assumed that the screen lies along the central prism axis,
with the length of 15 m (Lscreen) and 0.25 m in radius
(Rscreen). The screen is covered by the colmated layer of
thickness 0.1 m (δ). The conductivity coefﬁcients are K ¼
103 and 104 m s1 for the soil and the colmating layer,
respectively. The longitudinal mesh division is taken to be
the same for all cases shown below (1 element per meter).
Steady state conditions are assumed.
In this example two effects on the 1D model solution
accuracy are examined:
1. The effect of the longitudinal dimension L of the model,

Figure 6

|

Relative ﬂow rate difference (in %) vs. number of elements in axial direction,
case with axial potential gradient.
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Model of rectangular prism example.

Effect of the longitudinal dimension of the domain

Effect of longitudinal mesh division

Six models are used; their longitudinal dimensions (in m)

Here the analysis was performed on a model whose length is

are: 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 and 200. The boundary conditions

L ¼ 20 m. Other conditions were the same as above. The

are: (1) a potential equal to 10 m is speciﬁed on the

axial mesh density was varied and the ﬂow rate was calcu-

prism side opposite to the lateral screen entrance; and

lated for both 3D and 1D models.

(2) the potential within the interior of the screen is set

Dependence of the relative error on the axial mesh
density, expressed by the number of elements per meter,

at 5 m.
The relative ﬂow rate difference between the 1D and

is shown in Figure 10. It is obvious that the relative error

3D models for the six cases is shown in Figure 9. It is

shows no noticeable sensitivity to longitudinal mesh

apparent that accuracy increases with the length of

division.

the model relative to the lateral screen length. The

As in the case of cylindrical model, computational times

size effect is analogous to that shown in Example 1

for 3D and 1D models in case of the axial gradient are

(Figure 4).

shown in Figure 11. The trade-off between the accuracy

Figure 9

|

Relative ﬂow rate difference (in %) between 1D and 3D models in terms of the
axial domain size (L/Lscreen).
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Relative ﬂow rate difference (in %) between 1D and 3D models in terms of
longitudinal mesh division (number of elements per 1 m).
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The natural setting aquifer was represented in the model
by four water-bearing strata of different hydrogeological
characteristics, obtained by measurements at several
locations of the water source.
One of the most important beneﬁts of computer modeling of the ground water ﬂow in the screens vicinity is
possibility to determine conductivities of colmated layers
of existing RW lateral screens. This could be done through
a procedure termed as model calibration. This procedure
implies varying of conductivities of colmated layers of lateral screens until the actual groundwater potential,
Figure 11

|

Computational time (in s) vs. relative ﬂow rate difference (in %), case with
axial potential gradient; each point corresponds to relative ﬂow rate difference in Figure 10.

and computational effort for these models has the same
character as for the cylindrical model.

measured at the piezometers, ﬁts water levels obtained by
numerical calculation. On the other hand, calculated well
discharge has to ﬁt the ﬂow rate variations recorded on a
considered well during the test period. The model calibration may be very demanding because each change of
colmated layer conductivity results in different diagrams of

MODEL OF WELL RB-7, BELGRADE GROUNDWATER
SOURCE
In this section a numerical model is presented for a part of
the Belgrade Groundwater Source. Lateral screens are modeled using 1D FEs. We considered the RW (ofﬁcially
denoted as RB-7) which is located in the vicinity of the
right bank of the Sava River. The numerical model includes
the RW and the zones relevant to its operation: a portion of
the river ﬂow and a portion of the riverside area which holds
neighboring wells. Position of RW RB-7, as well as horizontal positions and orientations of the well lateral screens and
piezometers (P-1 and P-2), are shown in Figure 12.

well ﬂow rate and different diagrams of potential at piezometers. Therefore, model calibration implies a number of
iterations.
Figure 13 shows diagrams of potential (measured
and calculated) during the test period, at piezometers
P-1 (Figure 13(a)) and P-2 (Figure 13(b)), after model
calibration.
Diagrams of calculated and measured ﬂow rate of the
well RB-7 during test period are shown in Figure 14.
Figure 15 shows a section along Screen 3. The ﬁgure
shows spacial distribution of water-bearing strata with the
corresponding conductivities (in m s1), and calculated
potential ﬁeld represented by equipotential lines. The potential ﬁeld corresponds to the end of the test period.
Model calibration provides representative values of the
conductivity of RW lateral screens, which could be very
useful in making decisions about future design of water
source with RWs. More details about model calibration by
using computer modeling, with 1D FEs for lateral screens,
can be found in recent publication (Dimkic et al. ).
Considering the complexity of a real engineering problem, as the one shown above, enormous advantages
regarding FE model generation, reduction in overall computational time (size of the model is huge and model
calibration must be performed iteratively), and presentation

Figure 12
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Position of RW RB-7 and horizontal positions and orientations of the well
lateral screens.
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of results, are obvious when our 3D–1D model is
employed.
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Measured and calculated potential at piezometers: (a) P-1 and (b) P-2.

CONCLUSION
Continual monitoring of RW capacity is very important for
adequate well exploitation (selection of the number and
characteristics of the well laterals and the operating
modes) and maintenance. Unlike in the case of conventional wells, groundwater ﬂow in the vicinity of RWs is truly 3dimensional. Detailed analyses of RWs regarding hydraulic
losses at the entrance to the well lateral screens is very complex and often can only be evaluated by computer modeling.
However, computer modeling of RWs using FE method
can be very demanding. Due to excessively complex geometry of soil layers, irregular spreading of screens through the
Figure 15
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Spacial distribution of water-bearing strata and equipotential lines at the end
of test period.

porous soil and extreme disproportion between model
dimensions and lateral screens dimensions, generation of a
full 3D mesh requires signiﬁcant effort to track all these
conditions.
In this paper we have introduced a simple and straightforward novel concept for 1D FE modeling of RW lateral
screens, which is computationally efﬁcient, user friendly
and elegant. The proposed concept was veriﬁed by analyzing solution accuracy on typical examples. The main
parameter affecting the accuracy of the 1D screen model is
the ﬂow domain size with respect to lateral screen dimenFigure 14
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Measured and calculated values of well ﬂow rate during test period.
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sions. Accuracy sharply increases as the domain size
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increases. Since in the real water supply systems size of the
ﬂow domain is huge with respect to the screen dimensions,
it can be concluded that this 1D screen model provides
reliable results. Furthermore, solution error due to 1D representation of lateral screens is also acceptable when
compared with the overall accuracy of water supply system
models which rely on many approximations, such as geometry of soil layers, material characteristics, etc. In summary,
this concept offers signiﬁcant comfort in creating FE
models of large water supply systems, results are easily displayed, and accuracy is acceptable for practical applications.
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